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Using Product Track for DSCSA Compliance

Learning Objectives

After completing this module, you will be able to:

n Describe how the Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) impacts the
prescription drug supply chain.

n Describe how Product Track ensures the track, trace, and compliance requirements
of the law.

Protecting the Drug Supply Chain

In 2013, the United States enacted the Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) to
ensure the safety of prescription drug products as they move through the supply chain. To
comply with the final regulations, companies that buy or sell prescription drugs must
exchange serialization and compliance data on the prescription drugs electronically.

The goal is to provide traceability from pharmaceutical manufacturers and contract
manufacturers through wholesalers, repackagers, and pharmacies.

DSCSA Core Regulatory Requirements

The DSCSA core requirements include:

n Tracing: When products are sold and there’s a change of ownership between two
trading partners, the trading partners must either send or receive transaction
histories for each product across each of those transactions.

n Verification:  Regulatory bodies may contact you during suspect product
investigations or recalls asking you to retrieve, analyze, or to provide these
transaction history compliance documents as they work with you to ensure product
integrity and supply chain security.

n Serialization: Original manufacturers and repackagers are responsible for providing
a unique identifier for each saleable package of product that can be accessed via
barcode.

These requirements result in end-to-end traceability.
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DSCSA Phased Approach

The DSCSA is implemented in a phased approach that enhances the industry’s ability to:

n Verify the legitimacy of each prescription drug product.

n Detect illegitimate products in the supply chain easily in order to notify suppliers and
customers.

n Recall drug products efficiently.

The final regulation requires that all entities in the supply chain from manufacturer to final
dispenser exchange serialization and compliance data electronically.
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How Product Track Manages Transaction Histories

As product moves through the pharmaceutical supply chain from manufacturer to
wholesaler to pharmacy, TraceLink maintains a transaction history showing each change
of ownership.

The supply chain can include many partners such as contract manufacturers,
repackagers, and secondary wholesalers. TraceLink’s visibility into the supply chain
protects against tainted or counterfeit product slipping into the pharmaceutical market.

For the lot level phase, TraceLink generates compliance documentation from the
Advance Ship Notice (ASN) sent by the supplier. For paper-based interactions, a
receiving associate enters the data manually and Product Track generates the
transaction information. If there are issues with a shipment - for example, the quantity
sent does not match the quantity in the ASN - the shipping and receiving teams use
Product Track to resolve exceptions and maintain compliance.
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The compliance documentation is stored as “transaction histories.” The following diagram
describes the contents of a transaction history.

For the final regulation, the transaction history portion of the T3 is deprecated. Instead,
supply chain partners exchange T2 information (Transaction Information and the
Transaction Statement) and serialization information electronically.
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If a regulatory agency requests compliance information about a drug, companies in the
TraceLink network use Product Track to search for a particular product and lot number to
provide the required compliance and serialization data to the agency.

Company Roles in the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain

There are many types of companies that operate in pharmaceutical supply chains,
including the following.

Company Type Description

Manufacturer A company responsible for originating a product, the brand owner.

Exclusive Distributor A wholesale distributor that purchases directly from the manufacturer and is the sole
distributor of that manufacturer’s product.

Contract
Manufacturing
Organization (CMO)

A company providing manufacturing, and sometimes packaging, services for one or more
companies based on contracts or service agreements. 

Repackager n A company that purchases product and repackages it. Some repackagers buy
directly from a manufacturer, repackage it with their own NDCs and sell it as their
own brand.

n Other repackagers buy from wholesale distributors and repackage into smaller
quantities, for example, prefilling scripts for mail order pharmacies.

Wholesale Distributor A company that is federally licensed to resell products.

3PL Third-party logistics companies that distribute products.

Pharmacy Healthcare facilities and pharmacies that dispense pharmaceuticals.

Returns Processor A company that manages returns for manufacturers.
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